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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which SQL keyword can be used to reduce the number of columns processed by BigQuery?
A. SELECT
B. BETWEEN
C. LIMIT
D. WHERE
Answer: A
Explanation:
SELECT allows you to query specific columns rather than the whole table.
LIMIT, BETWEEN, and WHERE clauses will not reduce the number of columns processed by
BigQuery.
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/launchchecklist#architecture_design_and_development_checklist

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company wants to have a new condition record for freight costs.
The condition type should consider the gross weight of all the order items and handle the
following scale:
- From 0 kg - 8 EUR
- From 1 kg - 12 EUR
- From 5 kg - 16 EUR
- From 10 kg - 20 EUR

Which of the following do you have to configure in the condition type to meet this
requirement?(Choose two)
A. Set the Exclusion indicator to net price.
B. Set the calculation type to fixed amount.
C. Select the Header condition checkbox.
D. Select the Group condition checkbox.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The network manager can use the committed access rate (CAR) for traffic policing. Which of the
following technologies are available for CAR traffic policing? (Multiple Choice)
A. Two token buckets & two-rate
B. Three token buckets & one-rate
C. One token bucket & one-rate
D. Two token buckets & one-rate
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
SQL > exec DBMS_STATS.SET_TABLE_PREFS ('SH', 'CUSTOMERS', 'PUBLISH', 'false');
A. Option E
B. Option A
C. Option C
D. Option D
E. Option B
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
* SET_TABLE_PREFS Procedure
This procedure is used to set the statistics preferences of the specified table in the specified
schema.
* Example: Using Pending Statistics
Assume many modifications have been made to the employees table since the last time
statistics were gathered. To ensure that the cost-based optimizer is still picking the best plan,
statistics should be gathered once again; however, the user is concerned that new statistics will
cause the optimizer to choose bad plans when the current ones are acceptable. The user can
do the following:
EXEC DBMS_STATS.SET_TABLE_PREFS('hr', 'employees', 'PUBLISH', 'false');
By setting the employees tables publish preference to FALSE, any statistics gather from now on
will not be automatically published. The newly gathered statistics will be marked as pending.
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